Technology Development Board (TDB) has entered into an agreement on 18th September, 2018
with M/s. Securely Share Software Private Limited, Bangalore for “Development and
Commercialization of Securely Share File Security and Vault.
About the Project and Product
Email, SMS, Chat and cloud storage were invented a few decades ago with no security in mind. They solved
communication problems for a different age. These tools are open for anyone and are highly vulnerable to inherent
security risks. They allow anyone to send messages without verification. We get our work mails, personal messages
and sensitive message through these channels. These are the very same tools and channels for the hackers to push
spyware, malware, spam and phishing attacks. Phishing attacks and Business email compromise is still a $17 billion
unsolved problem in the hands of consumers and SMEs.
Vault.Direct is a comprehensive platform providing the following:
1) With 'source verification' we eliminate phishing
2) By using existing identities of the users, we bring in convenience for enterprises and users
3) With end to end encryption there is no unwarranted disclosures and leaks
4) With privacy controls, information shared can always be tracked and expired
5) By making the data intelligent, the data can be better used.
By solving the above pain points, we bring in the following value proposition:
1) By verifying source of communication, we ensure that no fake or harmful messages reach the recipients.
2) With inbuilt privacy controls, we ensure data received or shared have privacy controls such as Purpose limitation,
time limitation, disclosure limitation, right to forget among other compliance benefits.
3) With end to end encryption we ensure that there is no unwarranted disclosures and man in the middle attacks.
M/s Securely Share aspire to be global standard for delivering, storing, sharing sensitive information through
Vault.Direct.

Dr. Bindu Dey, Secretary, TDB exchanging the Loan Agreement with Sh. Prakash Bhaskaran, MD of
M/s.Securely Share Software Private Limited, Bangalore.

# TDB financially supports M/s. Securely Share Software Private Limited, Bangalore for
“Development and Commercialization of Securely Share File Security and Vault”.

